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Abstract: Intense vibrations in hydraulic turbine generator unit draft tubes lead to a run-out of the 

unit shafting and threaten its safe and stable operation. Correct maintenance is therefore important 

for the safe operation of such units. This study involves assessing the condition of the turbine 

generator unit by extracting the feature information of its vibration signals. Based on previous 

research, we present an enhanced Hilbert–Huang transform (HHT) method with an 

energy-correlation fluctuation criterion to extract feature information and effectively verify the 

method with simulated signals. An inspection application based on the signal from a vortex strip in 

the draft tube of a prototype turbine under suboptimal operating conditions indicates that this 

method is more effective than the traditional one, with a better component identification capability 

and better suited to the analysis of the complex and dynamic feature information of hydro 

turbines.  
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1. Introduction 

The corrective maintenance of hydraulic turbine generator units is very important, as serious 

damage leads to the run-out of shafting, undermining their safe and stable operation. One form of 

corrective maintenance is condition-based maintenance (CBM). This tracks the operating 

conditions and variations in the unit’s performance to identify and locate problems in time to 

prevent damage from deterioration. This involves accurately assessing the operating condition of a 

unit in its operating environment to determine the time, content, and method of maintenance 

needed, and to predict its remaining service life [1]. For hydraulic generator units, it is important 

to extract signal feature information from the vortex strip in the draft tube, as this improves the 

capability of CBM in monitoring, diagnosis, and analysis of equipment [2,3]. 

A hydroelectric generating unit is a complex nonlinear power system. The development and 

emergence of operational process faults entail a large number of uncertainties. However, the 

traditional fault diagnosis modeling theory and method cannot easily and accurately describe a 

large number of uncertainty factors, due to the fault feature acquisition of the hydroelectric 

generating unit power system [4]. It is difficult to obtain an accurate diagnosis of the actual 

conditional maintenance system of a hydroelectric generating unit, which greatly restricts 

application of the theory and method of hydroelectric generating unit state-based maintenance in 

engineering practice. The working medium of the hydroelectric generating unit, a special rotating 

machine, is water. Due to the uniqueness of its operating conditions, the vibration characteristics 

of the hydroelectric generating unit are quite different to those of general power machinery [5], as 
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the cause of the vibration is much more complicated. In particular, the spindle system, which is an 

important part of the hydroelectric generating unit, has a complex structure. When it is defectively 

designed, manufactured or installed, or excited under certain external loads, it will exhibit 

complex vibrational phenomena. 

In the past, the measurement of the vibration of the unit was based on a general study of the 

vibration of the entire unit. However, the characteristics of the unit vibration caused by different 

vibration sources vary, and mainly reflect the frequency band distribution of the frequency signal 

[6,7]. Each type of vibration signal has its own characteristic frequency. The amount of data to be 

screened out for feature judgment is very large, and no quick and accurate diagnosis results can be 

obtained. It should be noted that the vibration caused by the operation of the unit is often the main 

factor affecting the stability of the entire unit [8,9]. Therefore, when studying the vibration of the 

unit, it is necessary to identify the main factors causing the vibration, extract the characteristics, 

and accurately determine the fault point in time according to the vibration characteristics to 

guarantee the unit's safe operation. 

The HHT is a new type of signal transform method that involves decomposing signals into 

several intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) by empirical mode decomposition (EMD), and then 

solves the instantaneous frequency of each IMF by Hilbert transform to analyze the non-linear and 

non-stationary signals.  

HHT is composed of empirical mode decomposition and the corresponding Hilbert transform. 

Its basic idea is that the original signal is decomposed into a series of combinations, called IMFs, 

where the meaningful instantaneous frequency and instantaneous amplitude are defined and 
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calculated with the analytic signal phase, and the Hilbert time-frequency spectrum (HHS) of the 

signal is obtained. 

This method has aroused great interest among science researchers and has been successfully 

used in a variety of fields. Compared with the traditional time-frequency analysis method, the 

EMD method has many advantageous characteristics, the most typical ones being adaptivity, 

completeness, and orthogonality. Mohammadilandi et al. [8] adopted the HHT time-frequency 

analysis method as part of an EMD using the Hilbert transform to obtain instantaneous frequencies. 

First, the Hilbert transform was applied to the IMFs in order to reconstitute and analyze the signal; 

then the analytical signals were parsed to obtain the instantaneous frequency of the derivative at 

different phases of the analytical signal. For such instantaneous frequency methods used in finding 

vibration signal problems, especially where frequency-modulated (FM) and amplitude-modulated 

(AM) signals are concerned, the instantaneous frequency obtained will have relatively large 

deviations. Sometimes, negative frequencies may even occur. This kind of instantaneous 

frequency is difficult to explain and does not have any real physical significance. Lu [3] adopted 

an EMD and AR (auto-regression) model to extract dynamic characteristic information from draft 

tube pressure fluctuations, the EMD adaptively decomposing the signal into IMFs. This 

decomposition method has no restrictions where flat time-frequency representations are concerned, 

and therefore each IMF reflects a special type of signal frequency information. The basis function 

of the EMD method, which is a series of sine waves having variable amplitude and an adjustable 

frequency, is obtained adaptively according to the signal characteristics during the decomposition, 

and represents the nonlinearity and non-stationarity of the signal. 
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After many years of field testing the EMD method [10-11], the author discovered that the 

shape of its time series had a relatively specific and abnormal waveform when a fault occurred, 

with its periodicity presented repeatedly. This waveform reflects the fault characteristics; however, 

a mathematical model reflecting the morphology would be required for describing the waveform 

characteristic of a time series. 

However, some state or output signals of the system can be measured during this process. 

Because the characteristic signals can be easily obtained, signal-processing techniques provide an 

effective way to solve such problems. Therefore, finding an appropriate signal analysis and 

processing method, exploring weak fault signal detection, non-stationary signal extraction, and 

analysis technology, and expanding the intelligent fault diagnosis model of hydraulic turbines, 

have all become important parts of this study [12–14]. Ahmetović et al. [9] overcomes this to 

some extent by offering an improved HHT method based on energy-correlation fluctuation. Our 

paper develops this further by first addressing the problem of the false component in HHT by 

goodness-of-fit testing based on HHT theory. This identifies and eliminates the false component 

based on the similarity of the IMF and the original signal after decomposition. A simple and 

efficient method is developed to eliminate the false component, which is illustrated in an analysis 

of the shafting signal of a prototype turbine in suboptimal operating conditions. This demonstrates 

that the method is able to properly eliminate the false component and extract the true dynamic 

feature information from the turbine, proving this method much more advantageous and rational 

than the traditional method. 
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2. Primary algorithm for the HHT 

A hydro turbine generator unit in operation is under the influence of hydraulic power, 

machine power, and electromagnetism, and therefore hydraulic turbine signals are usually neither 

linear nor stationary [15,16]. An analysis method based on HHT is not only high-resolution in the 

time and frequency domains, but it also self-adaptively decomposes signals into different scales, 

and extracts dynamic feature information from the turbine by Hilbert spectrum analysis.  

The core of HHT involves obtaining a series of IMFs by the EMD of signals to shape the 

IMF as a narrow band and stationary signal. The IMF components must meet the following two 

conditions [17–19]: ① there can be only one point of difference between the extreme points and 

crossover points of the component signal; and ② the mean value at any point of the upper and 

lower envelope curves must be zero.  

The EMD algorithm extracts the IMFs based on the local feature time scale of the signal, and 

the signal stationary processing generates a data sequence under different scales. The algorithm 

process is as follows [20,21]: ① determine local maximum sequence maxx and local minimum 

sequence minx ; ② determine the upper and lower envelopes and local mean value 

2/)()( minmax xxtm   of signal )(tx according to maxx  and minx ; ③determine the 

difference between the signal and the local mean: )()()(1 tmtxth  ; ④ because an 

asymmetric wave exists in a nonlinear and non-stationary signal, )(tm is not the true local mean. 

Therefore, )(tx is replaced with )(1 th , and the above three steps are repeated until kh1  meets 

the basic condition of the IMF. Suppose khc 11   and 11 )( ctxr  , then  

)()()(
1

trtctx
n

i
ni



  (1) 
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where )(tci  is the IMF obtained by EMD, and )(trn  is a trend remainder term of the signal. 

After obtaining the analytic signal by Hilbert transform, the instantaneous frequency )(twi  and 

instantaneous amplitude )(tai can be found. Indicate 
)(tai on the time-frequency joint plane to 

obtain the 
Hilbert amplitude spectrum of )(tci : 
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Then, ignore the remainder term )(nrn  to obtain the Hilbert spectrum of the signal:   
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3. Improved HHT  

The EMD process involves obtaining the IMF of the signal component, namely the IMF 

component is orthogonal. However, the algorithm is unable to ensure the orthogonality of the IMF 

in the actual decomposition, and the number of components is dependent on extreme orders, 

without taking into consideration the influence of the sampling interval and noise on the 

decomposition. In order to obtain the real component of the IMF, Huang [1] proposed an index of 

orthogonality ( IO ). Suppose the IO  value of any two components of the IMF is no more than 

0.1 and almost 95% of the values are distributed within the range of two standard deviations of the 

mean value. If the IMF is subject to a single statistical analysis, then the value of the IO is 

restricted to an interval of 0.05.   

Moreover, only a few signals meet this supposition: some components of the IMF generate a 

false composition after decomposition due to “flying wing” on the endpoints. Because the IMF 

components are in an array from high to low in terms of local instantaneous frequency, the IMF 

components obtained attenuate in terms of amplitude and frequency, with energy degradation (in 
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inches) showing an apparent declining trend [20,21]. Therefore, the energy-correlation 

fluctuation method of Xue et al. [15,16] was extended to find the difference between the IMF 

components and the original signal to determine and identify false IMF components. The 

algorithm process is as follows:    

dttx

dttimf

E

E
T

T

i

x

imfi
i




0

2

0

2
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  (4) 

where imfiE  indicates the energy of the IMF component, xE  is the energy of the original signal, 

and i  is the specific value of the two, indicating the energy fluctuation of the IMF component.  

In engineering practice, the signal is discrete after sampling, so (4) is transformed into 
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where 
jimf  

and )( jx  are mean values of the IMF components and original signals respectively, 

being the statistical parameters for the measurement of random signals.  

Energy is a feature parameter of the signal [24]. The energy fluctuation method monitors the 

energy fluctuation between the IMF component and original signal after decomposition to select 

the component and set the feature to identify the false component in the above-mentioned 

energy-correlation fluctuation method. 

In addition, information useful for indicating the turbine operating condition from its signal 

often exists in the low frequency zone and low energy component signal, showing that identifying 

a false component by energy fluctuation is only partly adequate. Because correlation describes the 

similarity and internal connection between two signals [25], the real IMF component and the 

original signal after EMD are closely correlated. Accordingly, the correlation between the IMF 
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component and the turbine shafting signals is used to identify the false component, namely the 

correlation fluctuation ratio 

)()(

)()(

timfitx

timfitx
i

C


   (6) 

where the numerator is the correlation coefficient between the IMF component and the original 

signal, which describes the similarity between the two signals, the denominator is the standard 

deviation of the difference between the original signal and the IMF component, and their ratio is 

the correlation fluctuation ratio i . 

Identification condition 1: The IMF component with the higher correlation fluctuation ratio 

i  is the real component containing the turbine’s operating condition. If the correlation 

fluctuation ratio i  is smaller than the 0.05 threshold value and fails to meet identification 

condition 1, then the component is deemed a false IMF component.    

(Insert Fig.1 here) 

Identification condition 2: This restricts the IO to an interval of 0.05; therefore, the energy 

fluctuation method is able to reveal the intrinsic relationship between the IMF component and the 

original signal to meet the requirement of orthogonality to obtain the real IMF component with 

high computational efficiency. 

After selection, the so-called false IMF component is not simply eliminated. Instead, the 

component and trend terms are totaled to obtain a new trend remainder term. Fig. 1 shows the 

simulated signal waveform and result after EMD, with the amplitude and frequency subjected to 

modulation. The simulated signal contains only two feature frequency components, while Fig. 1(b) 

shows three IMF components and one trend term after EMD. Obviously, there is a “flying wing” 

at the endpoints in the decomposition, due to the generation of a false component.  
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Adopting the energy-correlation fluctuation method to track the EMD process involves 

selecting a real IMF component and eliminating false components [26]. During selection, the 

energy-correlation fluctuation ratio between the IMF component and the analytical signal is as 

shown in Fig. 2. This shows that, although the three IMF components obtained in the standard 

EMD meet identification condition 1 for the energy-correlation fluctuation method, only the first 

two components meet identification condition 2; the third component fails to meet the condition. 

Therefore, the component is false and needs to be eliminated.  

(Insert Fig.2 here) 

To reveal the variation further before and after signal decomposition, the energy-correlation 

fluctuation method uses parameterization to eliminate false components, the result of which is 

shown in Table 1. 

(Insert Table.1 here) 

xE  in Table 1 is the total energy of the simulated signal, 1xE  and 2xE  are the component 

and energy respectively at the two frequencies, 'x
E is the total energy of the signal after 

decomposition, while 1imfE , 2imfE , and 3imfE  are the energies of the three IMF components 

after decomposition. This results in six fluctuation ratios, namely 1 , 2 , 3 , and 1 , 2 , 3 . 

As Table 1 indicates, the total energy of the simulated signal before and after decomposition 

remains almost one of conservation, and complies with the completeness and orthogonality of the 

EMD [27,28]. With the energy-correlation fluctuation method, the correlation fluctuation ratio 

3  
of the third IMF component is far smaller than 0.05. Therefore, the component is a false IMF 

component to be eliminated before the Hilbert transform. That is, the trend of the false component 

and original term need to be totaled to form a new trend remainder term. After improvement, the 
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IMF component and the trend remainder term are as shown in Fig. 3. After elimination of the false 

component, the simulated signal has an IO of 0.0148. Before improvement, its IO was 0.0195, 

which is 24.1% higher. The improved IMF component was subjected to the Hilbert transform to 

obtain Fig. 4, this being the Hilbert spectrum of the simulated signal:  

(Insert Fig.3 here) 

(Insert Fig.4 here) 

4. Dynamic feature information extraction from a prototype turbine using the 

improved HHT 

4.1 General situation of unit and test  

A hydro turbine under suboptimal operating conditions generates various vibration 

phenomena, including a great number of dynamic features. Research into transient vibration under 

suboptimal operating conditions is therefore significant for the design, operation, and maintenance 

of hydro turbines [29]. In order to eliminate irrelevant component interference, the 

energy-correlation fluctuation method was applied to the No. 1 hydraulic turbine of the Tagake 

Hydraulic Power Plant in Xinjiang for prototype testing. The types of generator units in the power 

plant were HLA801-LJ-215 and SF24.5-20/4250; the turbine had a nominal speed of 300 r/min (5 

Hz), a nominal power of 24.5 MW, and a 74 m operating head. The measured signal was obtained 

from a turbine with an output of 40-55% and nominal capacity of 10 MW-14 MW in operating 

conditions. The sampling frequency was 200 Hz and the data length was 1000. There was also a 

vortex sensor on the upper guide bearing, lower guide bearing, and turbine guide bearing along a 

YX  / direction, respectively, to measure the maximum shaft run-out. The vortex sensor for 

measurement of the run-out phase was installed on a turbine guide bearing in the Y direction, 
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the measuring point for vertical and horizontal vibration was prepared on the upper generator 

bracket in the Y direction, and the measuring point for horizontal vibration was prepared on the 

lower generator bracket in the Y direction. A measuring point was also prepared on the top 

cover (turbine guide oil basin cover) in the Y direction. 

4.2 Dynamic feature information extraction  

A shafting run-out analysis as shown in Fig. 5 was used to monitor the turbine under 

operating conditions for a low frequency pulse because of the vortex strip in the draft tube. This 

involves adopting an EMD to decompose the run-out signal, as shown in Fig. 6, to obtain the 

features of frequency and amplitude modulation apparent in the first five of seven IMF 

components.  

(Insert Fig.5 here) 

(Insert Fig6. here) 

Because hydro turbines have complex internal flow conditions under suboptimal operating 

conditions, and generate various vibration signals, the IMF components obtained by 

decomposition were subjected to the Hilbert spectrum analysis as shown in Fig. 7. This shows the 

turbine’s speed of 5 Hz to be the leading component, containing some low frequency components 

and high frequency components of 50 Hz. The spectrum is cluttered, with parent aliasing and 

distortion in the low frequency zones after preliminary determination. The shafting signal 

generates a false component in decomposition, resulting in aliasing with the low frequency signals 

[30]. 

(Insert Fig.7 here) 
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Adopting the energy-correlation fluctuation method allows the identification of false IMF 

components and calculation of fluctuation ratios to obtain Fig. 8. From this, it is clear that the first 

two IMF components fail to meet identification condition 1, namely, the components decline in 

energy, and two are suspected of being false components. In addition, the second and seventh IMF 

components fail to meet identification condition 2. After a comprehensive analysis, the second and 

seventh IMF components were identified as the components to be eliminated. The first IMF was 

then subjected to individual extraction and analysis, producing a Hilbert spectrum as shown in Fig. 

9. 

(Insert Figure 8 here) 

(Insert Figure 9 here) 

From the field test, and from knowing the typical faults of hydraulic turbines, the IMF 

component analysis shows that the 50 Hz frequency is a result of the monitoring system being 

interfered with by an imperfect earth in the power plant. The parameterization analysis is shown in 

Table 2, where 1imfE - 7imfE  denotes the energy of the seven IMF components after decomposition, 

together with the calculated 1 - 7  and 1 - 7 energy-correlation fluctuation ratios. 

(Insert Table 2 here) 

This shows that the energy-correlation fluctuation method necessitates the mutual verification 

of two conditions in identifying the false component and drawing the correct conclusion. 

Fig. 10 shows the Hilbert spectrum of the shafting run-out signal of the turbine after 

elimination of IMF components 1, 2, and 7. This shows that the shafting run-out response contains 

a speed frequency and low frequency component of 2.4 Hz, of which the leading component has a 

speed frequency of 5 Hz. In theory, mechanical factors should have little effect on the vibration of 
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a well-maintained generator unit, as its vibration should be mainly due to hydraulic factors. When 

a mixed-flow turbine has an extremely suboptimal design, the rotational velocity component at the 

outlet of the turbine runner generates an unstable vortex strip in the draft tube that leads to 

pressure pulsation, with a pulse frequency of around 1/2–1/5 of the speed frequency of the turbine 

[31,32]. 

Field observations indicate that the turbine draft tube has a serious vortex strip in such 

suboptimal operating conditions. Therefore, according to the above-mentioned turbine vibration 

mechanism [33–35], the low frequency component in the spectrum is higher in energy, with the 

frequency range being the shafting run-out frequency due to the low frequency vortex strip of the 

draft tube. Both theory and test analyses indicate that the shafting run-out signal contains not only 

a speed frequency component but also a shafting run-out component due to the low frequency 

vortex strip. The two results are in full accord, demonstrating that the improved HHT method is 

better for analyzing turbine-shafting signals. 

(Insert Fig. 10 here) 

(Insert Fig. 11 here) 

Fig. 11 shows the Hilbert boundary spectrum of the signal before and after improvement, in 

which the red solid line is the boundary spectrum of the signal after improvement, and the blue 

dotted line is the boundary spectrum before improvement. The three marked areas from right to 

left are the IMF1, IMF2, and IMF7 false components, respectively. Except for the frequency 

spectrum zone of the false components, the two curves largely coincide. That is, the entire trend 

and real signal information remain unchanged, showing an apparent speed frequency component 

and a low frequency vortex strip component.  
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In order to verify the method further in terms of its effectiveness and accuracy, a basic 

frequency of the low frequency vortex strip in the draft tube was determined to be 2.45 Hz, with 

the frequency being the actual feature frequency of the low frequency vortex strip. Before 

improvement, it was difficult to determine whether there was a low frequency vortex strip and 

feature frequency due to false component interference. After improvement, the feature frequency 

of the shafting vortex strip was smaller than the actual value, mainly due to transfer function 

attenuation of the sensor in the monitoring process, but with an influence of only 2.04%. 

5. Conclusions 

(1) An improved Hilbert–Huang transform method based on energy-correlation fluctuation 

modification was presented to solve the false component problem in hydro turbine fault detection 

[36]. The improved method was applied to a prototype turbine under suboptimal operating 

conditions to show that, from dynamic signal feature extraction of the shafting, the run-out 

response in the operating condition was mainly composed of a speed frequency and low frequency 

component of 2.4 Hz. The leading component was a speed frequency of 5 Hz when compared with 

the HHT method before improvement, which indicated that the improved HHT method obtained a 

better result, having the advantage of greater accuracy and stability. 

(2) The energy-correlation fluctuation method was free from aliasing and distortion due to the 

false component identification and instantaneous frequency estimation capabilities of the IMF in 

EMD, ensuring a higher time frequency resolution of the Hilbert spectrum and greater suitability 

to the analysis of complex and dynamic turbine feature information.  

(3) An inspection application based on the signal from the vortex strip in the draft tube of a 

prototype turbine under suboptimal operating condition indicated that the energy correlation 
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fluctuation method was more effective than the traditional one. After improvement, the feature 

frequency of the shafting vortex strip was smaller than the actual value, mainly due to transfer 

function attenuation of the sensor in the monitoring process, but with an influence of only 2.04%. 
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(a) Simulated signal 

 

(b) Signal EMD 

Fig .1 Simulate Signal and result of EMD 
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                                  (a) Energy fluctuation ratio  

 
          (b) Correlation fluctuation ratio  

Fig .2 Energy-Correlation Fluctuation 
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Fig .3 Improved IMF Components    
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                      Fig .4 Improved HHS 
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Fig .5 Oscillation signals of Hydroturbine   
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               Fig.6 Empirical model decomposition 
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Fig .7 Original HHS 
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 (a) Energy fluctuation ratio 

 
                

(b) Correlation fluctuation ratio 

Fig.8 Energy-Correlation Fluctuation 
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Fig .9 HHS of IMF1 
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     Fig .10 Improved HHS 
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     Fig .11 Boundary-Spectrum before and after improvement  
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Table .1 Parametric of Energy-Correlation 

Energy            xE     1xE       2xE     1imfE     2imfE       3imfE     'x
E  

1.4700    0.9726    0.5000    0.9431      0.5082        0.0003      1.4516 

Fluctuation                  1                             2                       3  

0.6407                        0.3453                  0.0002 

  1                           2                       3  

0.6504                        0.3528                  0.0003 

IO                         Former                        Improved              Elevation 

0.0195                        0.0128                  24.1% 
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Table .2 Parametric of Energy-Correlation 

Energy 1imfE  2imfE  3imfE  4imfE  5imfE  6imfE  7imfE  

0.3074  0.0561  0.7811  0.3898   0.2269   0.0824  0.0545 

Fluctuation 1      2      3      4     5      6     7  

0.1901  0.0347  0.4829  0.2410   0.1403   0.0509  0.0337  

1     2      3      4    5      6     7  

 0.1818  0.0266  0.4685  0.1827   0.0619   0.0512  0.0335 

 

 

 

 




